Case Study

Electro Mechanical Services
Summary

Industry:

Food - Prepared Foods

Application:

Effective use of supplier network

Actual Saving:

£495.00

Payback Period:

n/a

.

Pump Spares for Food Manufacturer
ERIKS supplier network provides OEM replacement parts

ISSUE
A Food manufacturing plant operates a critical progressive cavity pump on their production
process. After receiving a poor response to spares requests from the OEM the plant approached
ERIKS Pump Technology to assist in sourcing these parts.

SOLUTION
ERIKS, using their extensive supplier network, knew where these parts could be sourced from.
ERIKS approached their supplier and received a quote for the replacement parts within minutes.
ERIKS Pump Technology is aware of ensuring best value for money, with an increasing focus on
operational and maintenance cost control, we understand that the price and availability of spare
parts is high on the agenda when evaluating plant savings and efficiencies
ERIKS supplier offer a range of competitively priced, high performance, durable parts that offer
more cost effective alternatives to branded pump parts.
Using our the suppliers global manufacturing facilities and leveraging their engineering
know-how, ERIKS were able to get the parts produced at highly competitive prices. In addition the
supplier are in a unique position to closely control the quality and integrity of their parts as they
manufacture all the key components of a pump in-house. The supplier was the first progressing
cavity pump manufacturer to be certified to ISO9001 and once again the first to achieve the
upgrade Quality Management System to ISO9001:2000

OTHER BENEFITS
▪ Same day delivery is available on
request for stock items, to ensure
minimum
disruption
and
production
stoppages.
This
industry
leading
service
combined with competitive pricing
gives you a trusted and valued
source when buying your spare
parts.

FURTHER COMMENTS...
This application is an excellent
example of how ERIKS Pump
Technology ensures best value for
money is consistently achieved for
our clients.
Carl Lock
ERIKS Pump Technology - Business
Development Manager
ERIKS UK

MORE INFORMATION
ERIKS Industrial Services
Amber Way, Halesowen,
West Midlands B62 8WG

Tel: 0845 006 6000
Web:www.eriks.co.uk

